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CITY OF AKRON'S REPLY BRIEF

In accordance with the briefing schedule established by the Attomey Examiners,
the City of Akron ("Akron") submits its reply brief ("Reply") in these consolidated
proceedings

for

consideration

by

the

Public

Utilities

Commission

of

Ohio

("Commission"). Akron's primary focus in its Reply remains on the issues raised by
Akron Thermal, Limited Partnership's ("ATLP") request for emergency rate relief and for
authority to issue securities because of the threshold significance of these subjects.
Akron's failure to address other subjects in this Reply is not any indication that it
supports or does not object to the other relief requested by ATLP.

{028558:3}

I.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

OF THE INITIAL BRIEFS

With the exception of the Trustee for the Creditors' Trust ("Trustee"), the initial
briefs submitted by the other non-utility parties, including the Commission's Staff
("Staff"), either urge the Commission to deny ATLP's request for emergency relief or, in
the case of Canal Place, Ltd. ("Canal Place"), request that the Commission keep the
emergency increase out of their bills for service provided by ATLP.
The brief filed by Canal Place withholds argument on the hard issues and urges
the Commission to approve modifications to its contract with ATLP in a context that
shows that ATLP is not going to be able to meet its service obligations to Canal Place or
any other customer.
Unlike Canal Place's brief, Children's Hospital Medical Center of Akron's
("Children's") brief urges the Commission to approve its contract with ATLP and to not
grant ATLP's request for emergency rate relief.
The County of Summit, Ohio's ("Summit County") brief describes its own financial
problems arising because of the significant decline in revenues needed to fund its
activities and urges the Commission to reject the emergency rate increase request
because: (1) ATLP failed to meet its burden of proof; and, (2) ATLP has no long-temn
plan to become solvent.
The brief filed by the $347-per-hour^ Trustee contains not one citation to the
record or to any law or regulation, although he makes grand claims about what the
Commission must or must not do according to the law. The Trustee's brief urges the
Commission to act "... solely based on Akron Thermal's projections, evidence and

'Tr. Vol. II at23.
{028658:3}

analysis"^ and, in effect, urges the Commission to repeat the Trustee's fundamental
errors by doing so. This is, apparently, the contribution that Trustee had in mind when
he filed his request to intervene in these consolidated proceedings; the Trustee's brief
confirms that the Trustee functions to provide little more than an ATLP echo.
The brief submitted by ATLP takes many improper liberties with the record and
the law by, among other things: (1) wrongly characterizing or restating the positions of
opposing witnesses; (2) substituting an attack on Akron for a substantive response to
the issues raised by Akron;^ (3) attempting to reframe the issues in ways that distract
the Commission from attending to its public interest responsibilities and following the
law of Ohio; (4) further muddying the water on the question of just how much, if any, of
the requested emergency relief is the minimum needed to avert or relieve the
emergency;"* (5) rejecting directly or indirectly positions expressed by ATLP's witnesses;

^ Trustee's Brief at 2.
^ For example, at page 4 of its brief, ATLP claims that but for Akron's participation, the hearings in these
proceedings would have concluded in hours and that Akron's contribution to the record consists of
supplying "... enough red herrings in this record to open a fish market."
For what it may be worth and according to the record evidence, the hearing on July 15" 2009 started at
10:00 AM and concluded at 4:41 PM. The second and last day of the hearing took place on July 20,'
2009 and it started at 9:00 AM and conctuded at 12:55 PM. Counting time tal^en for lunch and breaks,
the hearing included testimony from eleven witnesses, rebuttal testimony from one witness and
surrebuttal from three witnesses and it iasted a matter of hours; a total of 10 hours and 36 minutes to be
precise. Counsel worked cooperatively to complete the discovery phase on an expedited basis. Counsel
worked cooperatively to identify documents from prior Commission proceedings and the bankruptcy
proceeding so that they could be included in the record and reduce the amount of hearing time required.
There was no fuss made when ATLP was unable to get its direct testimony filed on the original due date
or when the other parties and their witnesses had to rearrange their schedules to accommodate ATLP
counsel's other commitments on July 16 and 17. There was no fuss when transcripts were not filed by
ATLP in accordance with the expectations of the parties. Counsel worked cooperatively with the
Examiners to establish a prompt briefing schedule. There may be cases in which parties make inefficient
use of the Commission's process for resolving contested issues. But this is not one of those cases.
^ ATLP Brief at 25-27. During the hearing, counsel for ATLP objected to a cross-examinatbn question
posed by Akron's counsel. In the question, Akron's counsel interpreted a statement by Mr. Bees to
indicate that ATLP had to have the full amount of the requested emergency rate relief to keep its doors
open. Counsel for ATLP objected to the question stating that Mr. Bees had only discussed what would
happen if ATLP received 50 percent of the requested relief. Tr. Vol. 11 at 47-48. When Mr. Bees resumed
the stand to offer his rebuttal testimony, Examiner Farkas explored this topic again with Mr. Bees who
(028658:3 }

(6) claiming that its financial problems entitle it to an emergency rate increase;
(7) describing the issue between ATLP and the Staff as being "quite narrow"^ and
resolved by the so-called forbearance agreement which, as the Staff's brief points out,
is not even before the Commission;^ (8) claiming that issues raised by Akron and other
parties cannot be addressed by the Commission because to do so would interfere with
the Plan of Reorganization ("Plan") which, according to ATLP, was to be implemented
with no rate increases; (9) threatening the public interest by asserting that its departure
will be neither quickly nor seamlessly accomplished;^ (10) suggesting that it is not
possible for Akron to rely on an interim operating agreement with another operator even
though ATLP itself operated Akron's heating and cooling system under an interim
agreement for two years;® and (11) asserting that Thermal Ventures II ("TV 11"), which
holds the full equity interest in ATLP, assumed the full financial risk associated with the
feasibility of the Plan while demanding that the Commission make ATLP's tariff
customers financially responsible for the colossal mismatch between the Plan's
assumptions and reality.

testified that ATLP would have to examine what it could do if the Commission granted less than the
requested emergency increase before he could respond to the Examiner's question of whether the full
amount of the requested emergency relief was necessary to continue operations. Tr. Vol. II at 75-77.
After all of this, ATLP now asserts, at page 26 of its brief and with no citation to the record, that "the full
amount of the rate relief requested is the amount necessary to avert the emergency." Combining ATLP's
testimony with its brief, ATLP stands firmly behind the proposition that either some or all of the requested
emergency rate relief is the minimum amount required to avert or relieve the emergency.
^ ATLP Brief at 2.
® Id. at 6. ATLP claims that the sole basis for the Staff's objection to the approval of the application for
authority to issue three (3) promissory long-term notes in Case No. 09-414-HT-AIS has been removed by
the so-called forbearance agreement which is void if the Commission does not make the right guess
about how much emergency rate relief is required to enable the forbearance agreement. At page 9 of
Staff's brief, it correctly observes that the restructuring of the notes which the Trustee and ATLP attribute
to the forebearance agreement is not before the Commission. ATLP has not amended its application to
issue securities.
^ ATLP Brief at 3.
^ City of Akron Exhibit 2 at 10-11.
{C28658:3 }

The logical extension of ATLP's legal arguments would, if adopted, require the
Commission to bail out a utility's management and equity owners by granting
emergency rate relief to solve a negative cash flow condition regardless of cause,
regardless of the "strict scrutiny" and "clear and convincing" evidentiary burden that
must be overcome by the utility and regardless of the consequences for customers and
the utility itself.

Apparently, the reservation of the Commission's jurisdiction and

authority that is specifically identified in ATLP's Plan means, according to ATLP, that the
Commission must approve whatever ATLP requests.
ATLP's brief also confirms the extraordinary lengths to which ATLP has gone to
avoid taking responsibility for the mess that it has created. It boldly claims that the
Commission and its Staff will be responsible for putting ATLP out of business should the
Commission dare to not grant the requested emergency relief. And what happens if the
Commission does what ATLP demands? Well, as ATLP's brief acknowledges at page
25, by the end of 2009 ATLP will have about $630,000 less than what its "projections
and analysis" show it needs to timely pay its bills.

And ATLP's "projections and

analysis" assume that ATLP is able to somehow maintain all of its remaining customers
once they are socked with a huge increase in their demand charges.
It is also important to note that ATLP's claim that the positions of Akron and the
Staff will put ATLP out of business are claims that have been advanced in the same
proceeding in which ATLP's witness, Mr. Bees, agreed that ATLP has told Akron that it
wants to go out of business and end its tenure as Akron's tenant.^

^ City ofAkron Exhibit 2 at 12.
{C28658:3}

The Staffs brief applies the law to the facts and circumstances. The brief also
lives in the real worid and it demonstrates that even if the Commission could approve
ATLP's request for emergency rate relief, ATLP's wheels are coming off just the same.
Of course, if the Commission authorizes an extension of ATLP's ongoing flight of
financial fantasy, the predictable consequences of a $630,000 cash flow gap will likely
and ultimately cause ATLP to implicate its regulator for not providing all the rate relief
that ATLP really needed even though ATLP received the full amount requested.^°
Below Akron responds more specifically to the assertions, claims and positions of
the parties who submitted briefs that oppose or do not support Akron's position in these
contested proceedings.
II.

CANAL PLACE'S BRIEF
As indicated above. Canal Place's brief abstains on the question of whether the

Commission should grant ATLP any amount of emergency rate relief notwithstanding its
witness' views on this subject. But, the narrowed position Canal Place expresses in its
brief still has consequences for ATLP and those consequences cannot be ignored by
the Commission for purposes of resolving the contested issues.
As Mr. Bowser described in his testimony, the Commission has previously
classified a contract between Canal Place and ATLP as a competitive response contract
and held that ATLP would be exclusively responsible for any "delta revenue".^^ The

^° ATLP Exhibit 2 at 6.
" City of Akron Exhibit 2 at 26-27.
{028658:3 }
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testimony of Canal Place's witness indicates that the rates established by the most
recent contract were negotiated as a result of Canal Place's "competitive alternative".^^
While Akron does not object to Canal Place's somewhat futile request for
approval of the modifications to its prior contract with ATLP (or the somewhat similar
request by Children's), it does contest ATLP's proposal to make tariff customers
responsible for any amount of emergency increase that would effectively include the
delta revenue associated with the arrangement with Canal Place or any other contract
customer. In more specific terms, ATLP's voluntary withdrawal of its proposal to apply
the emergency increase to contract customers and limit its proposal to increasing only
the rates of tariff customers must not and cannot result in tariff customers being
responsible residually for the amount that ATLP has decided to not seek from contract
customers. In other words, and while the record evidence and the law precludes the
Commission from granting any emergency increase. ATLP's voluntary withdrawal of its
proposal to increase rates for contract customers makes 47.8 percent the absolute limit
on any increase the Commission might othenwise consider for tariff customers.
Also, limiting the amount of any emergency increase in this fashion is consistent
with ATLP's obligations pursuant to the Commission-approved settlement in ATLP's
most recent permanent rate increase proceeding. As Mr. Bowser described, that
settlement essentially required ATLP to obtain any incremental revenue from its
contract customers.^^
^^ Canal Place Exhibit 1 at 6.
^^ City of Akron Exhibit 2 at 16. As the Commission stated in its Opinion and Order in ATLP's last
permanent rate case:
...[t]he stipulation explains that, 'a very significant portion of Akron Thermal's annual
revenues are from contract customers. [But, t]he revenue increase sought [in this case]
relates to tariff customers only. As shown on Schedule A-1 of the staff report, the
{028658:3}

III.

THE TRUSTEE'S BRIEF
The Trustee's brief (at page 2) indicates that the Trustee has returned to the

bankruptcy court to secure authority to do what the Trustee testified was a "done deal".
He has filed an emergency motion with the bankruptcy court for authority to enter into
the previously executed and so-called "forbearance agreement."

This is the

forbearance agreement which ATLP and the Trustee held up as the plug for the cash
flow hole identified by the Staff and others who commented on ATLP's ability to service
the debt established by the three notes. The Trustee's effort to secure such authority
includes the following description of the effect of the forbearance agreement:
The Trustee's Agreement will not delay the commencement of
distributions to unsecured creditors, nor will it delay the timing of any other
distributions other than the timing of the final payment. The Trustee's
Agreement does not change the amount of the Creditors' Trust Note .,.^^
Thus, on one hand and before the Commission, the Trustee and ATLP hold out the
forbearance agreement as the means to plug the cash flow hole identified by the Staff
stipulated revenue increase shown on line 9 ... is much less than the increase necessary
to achieve the overall revenue requirement shown on line 8... The signatory parties
recognize that the remainder of the needed revenue increase will be the responsibility of
Akron Thermal to secure through the negotiation of its contracts with its [contract]
customers.
Thus, the revenue increase proposed in the Stipulation and
Recommendation as to tariff customers alone produces just and reasonable rates as
shown on pages 16-17 of the staff report. The revenue increase sought from tariff
customers plus reasonable increases in revenue from contract customers should provide
Akron Thermal with a reasonable opportunity to achieve a fair and reasonable rate of
return as recommended by the Staff on p. 14 of the staff report.' (stipulation at 4).
In Finding No. 5 of said Opinion and Order, the Commission made it clear that the balance of any
revenue requirement above that assigrjed to tariff customers would, in accordance with the settlement
signed by ATLP, come from ATLP's contract customers.
In the Matter of the Application of Akron Thermal, Limited Partnership for an Increase in its Rates for
Steam and Hot Water Service, Case No. 05-5-HT-AIR, Opinion and Order at 4 and 8 (September 28,
2005).
^^ In Re Akron Thermal, Limited Partnership, Chapter 11, Case No. 07-51884, In The United States
Bankruptcy Court For The Northern District of Ohio, Eastern Division, Chief Judge Marilyn Shea-Stonum,
Reply in Support of Emergency Motion for Order Approving Trustee's Agreement with Respect to
Creditors' Trust Note at 2, filed and entered July 29, 2009. A copy of the Trustee's pleading is attached
hereto as Exhibit 1.
{028658:3)

and others. On the other hand and when before the bankruptcy court seeking authority
to do what he has already done, the Trustee Is claiming that the fort^earance agreement
really produces hardly any change at all (with the exception of the timing of the last
payment).
As the Trustee did in prior pleadings, he claims (again with no supporting
citation) that the Commission "... lacks jurisdiction to deny the financial obligations,
including the Notes, that were approved by the Bankruptcy Court in connection with
Akron Thermal's Plan of Reorganization ...."^^ The Trustee's brief fails to mention that
ATLP's Plan specifically reserves to the Commission whatever jurisdiction the
Commission might othenA/ise have but for ATLP's bankruptcy. Tr. Vol. li at 55. And,
apparently, ATLP's "projections and analysis" caused it to belatedly conclude that it
needed the Commission's approval to issue the three notes. Given ATLP's unfortunate
and long-standing failure to obtain Commission approvals required for the issuance of
securities, why would ATLP have filed for such approval othenwise?
By the way, if the Commission adopts the Trustee's position that the Commission
is obligated to approve the notes as they came out of ATLP's bankruptcy
proceeding, ATLP's "projections and analysis" show (in agreement with the StafPs
projections and analysis) that this outcome will leave ATLP with inadequate cash flow to
make principal and interest payments required by such notes even if all or substantially
all of the proposed emergency rate relief is wrongly granted. Thus, the Trustee seems
to be demanding that the Commission approve the notes as they came out of the
bankruptcy proceeding (without the last minute modifications that the Trustee scrambled
to agree to shortly after July 8, 2009) and put ATLP out of business all at the same time.
^^ Trustee's Brief at 4.
{028658:3}

IV.

ATLP'S BRIEF
As indicated above, ATLP's brief tries to rub out the facts, the law, and common

sense.

In pursuit of its most ambitious mission, ATLP's brief makes a substantial

contribution to ATLP's already substantial effort to eliminate what, if any, credibility it
may have left. In the end, ATLP's brief can be distilled into an argument in support of a
hurry-up-and-give-us-lots-more-cash

plea accompanied

by

a

request that

the

Commission find Akron guilty of Improperly distributing herrings.^®
ATLP's brief, like the case it presented to support its request for emergency rate
relief, is without merit. Below, Akron takes on some of the more outlandish assertions
made or positions taken by ATLP in its 43-page brief.
A.

"No party to these proceedings disputes that UA's decision
not to renew its contract with Akron Thermal has created a
financial emergency for Akron Thermal." (ATLP Brief at 2.)

Akron agrees that ALTP has once again put itself in the position of not being able
to pay its bills. Indeed, not paying bills seems to be ATLP's normal course of business,
regardless of whether it has the cash to do so or not and regardless of who is supposed
to be managing ATLP. Akron agrees that the University of Akron ("UA") predictably did
not choose to continue to obtain service from ATLP at the end of UA's contract. But,
Akron contests ATLP's claim that these facts give rise to a financial emergency that can
be lawfully addressed through the exercise of the Commission's authority pursuant to
Section 4909.16, Revised Code, based on the Commission's long-standing emergency
rate relief criteria.

^^ See page 4 of ATLP's brief where ATLP accuses Akron of distributing red herrings in sufficient quantity
to open a fish market.
{028658:3}
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ATLP continues to assert that the revenue loss associated with the predictable
departure of UA is somehow controlling on the question of whether It has a financial
emergency that can be remedied by the Commission.^^ But, ATLP never submitted the
UA contract to the Commission for approval^® and it never presented the contract as
part of its case so that the Commission might actually see what it might have required or
not required had it been approved by the Commission.

In this circumstance, the

Commission has no authority, as a matter of law, to treat the UA contract as though it
ever existed.^^ Whatever was in the contract, how ATLP may have respected its terms
and no matter what the loss of the revenue might do to ATLP's financial condition, the
Commission must regard the contract as a nullity for purposes of exercising its
authority. If the facts here have any relevance to the exercise of the Commission's
authority (as the Staff brief correctly states),^" they expose ATLP and its changing
population of officers to civil and criminal penalties.
Even if the loss of revenue associated with UA's predictable departure is
something the Commission could remedy through the use of its emergency authority,
Akron disputes ATLP's claim that the facts set forth by ATLP are, if assumed true,

^'' As Akron explained in its brief at pages 12 and 13, ATLP's lost-revenue claim is overstated in any
event because it does not accurately reflect the amount of revenue that ATLP may have had an
opportunity to collect had UA remained a contract customer of ATLP. Had UA remained a contract
customer based on the offer ATLP made to UA, ATLP's revenue would have declined by about 15
percent (15%). ATLP has asserted that it would not have sought emergency rate relief but for the fact of
UA electing to not continue its service relationship with ATLP.
'^Tr. Vol. I at 68.
^^ In the law's eyes, the UA contract never went away because it never existed in the first place. Section
4905.31(E), Revised Code, provides that no financial arrangement between a public utility and
consumers "is lawful unless it is filed with and apprcived by" the Commission. See, Cookson Pottery v.
Pub. Util. Comm. (1954) 161 OS 498, 120:NE2d 98; Marion Steam Shovel Co. v. Columbus D. & M Elec.
Co. (1918) 28 OApp 351, 162 NE 735.
^° Staff Brief at 8.
{028658:3}
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sufficient to permit the Commission to lawfully grant ATLP emergency rate relief.
Indeed, Akron's brief shows that ATLP has failed to meet each prong of the
Commission's long-standing test for evaluating applications for emergency rate relief.
Akron's view is shared by the Canal Place's witness, the Staff, Children's and Summit
County.^^
B.

"No party disputes that, in the absence of emergency rate
relief, Akron Thermal will be financially imperiled and its ability
to render service to its customers will be impaired." (ATLP
Brief at 2.)

As stated above, Akron agrees that ALTP has once again put itself in the position
of not being able to pay its bills. But, the record shows that this is not a new condition
and that ATLP has been sending large amounts of cash out its door regardless of its
financial condition. For example, during the period between June 2007 and February
2009, ATLP was able to come up with large sums of cash to pay Its bankruptcy counsel
over $2,000,000;^^ pay $713,000 to counsel for the creditors' committee;^^ pay
$194,000 to the advisor to the creditors' commlttee;^^ and pay its now-removed
management consulting firm, Sasco Hill Advisers, $624,670.20.^^ More recently and
since the effective date of the Plan, the record shows that ATLP has paid the Trustee
$30,000, paid the Trustee's counsel $40,000;^® and hired a new management
consulting firm. The facts indicate that there has been a lot of cash flowing out of ATLP
at times when it claims to be running on empty.
^^ See Akron's brief beginning at page 13.
^^Tr. Vol. II at 21.
''Id.
''Id.
^^/d at17.
^^ Id. at 23-25.
{028658:3 }
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But assuming, for purposes of argument, that ATLP does have cash flow
problems that imperil its financial condition and further Impair its already questionable
ability to render service, there is nothing in the record that even suggests that the
whopper rate increase requested by ATLP will turn things around if it is granted by the
Commission. As Akron discussed in Its brief, an applicant for emergency rate relief
must, in addition to meeting the other criteria, show that the temporary rate increase is
the minimum amount required to avert or relieve the emergency. If the Commission
gifts ATLP the full amount of the requested emergency rate Increase, ATLP's own
projections show that it will have $630,000 less than it needs to pay its bills by the end
of 2009.^^ "In short, an emergency increase would only prolong the inevitable closure of
Akron Thermal's operations."^®
C.

"Mr. Puican recohfimends that the Commission force Akron
Thermal to cease operations ...." (ATLP Brief at 2.)
"The question for the Commission is whether it should make
the unprecedented decision to put a Commission-regulated
utility out of business by denying it the temporary rate relief
necessary to avert a financial emergency ...." (ATLP Brief at 3.)
"Where is the statute that confers upon the Commission the
authority to put a utility out of business ...?" (ATLP Brief at
33.)
"Mr. Puican would have the Commission put the company out
of business ...." (ATLP Brief at 34.)
"Mr. Puican's recommendation that the Commission put Akron
Thermal out of business ignores that scope of the
Commission's authority." (ATLP Brief at 35.)

^^ ATLP Brief at 25. At page 26 of its brief, ATLP states that"... the cash flow situation, even with the full
amount of emergency rate relief, is very tight". This would appear to be a bit of an understatement unless
ATLP's definition for the word "tight" gives it the same meaning as "inadequate".
^^ Staff Brief at 2.
{028658:3 }
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ATLP's brief repeatedly claims that the choice the Commission must make in this
proceeding is between: (1) Imposing the full amount of the requested emergency rate
increase on tariff customers; or, (2) putting ATLP out of business. If this were true,
Akron would certainly urge the Commission to pick the latter option. But, it is not true.
And, the way that ATLP has framed the core Issue before the Commission totally
ignores the role of the Commission's long-standing emergency rate relief criteria and,
more fundamentally, wrongly characterizes the legislatively defined role of an economic
regulator such as the Commission.
An economic regulator such as the Commission does not establish, review or
authorize rates based on whether the outcome selected by the regulator will guarantee
a utility financial success. Conceptually speaking,"... the process of fixing reasonable
rates requires the application of standards which will substitute for free competition methods which will assure that the service provided be adequate and satisfactory and
permit the price to approximate that which would result from unrestrained, free
competition."^^ In practice, the standards applied by the economic regulator are those
set forth by the legislature (the General Assembly in the Commission's case). As the
Commission indicated in ATLP's last pennanent rate case, ratemaking performed in
accordance with the statutory standards established by the General Assembly provides
an opportunity for the utility to earn a Just and reasonable rate of retum^° by

^^ statement of D. Bruce Mansfield on RCNLD (reproduction cost new less depreciation) before the Joint
Select Committee on Energy, June 24, 1975 at pages 4-6. Mr. Mansfield was retained to speak on behalf
of the investor-owned electric, gas and telephone utilities following his retirement as President of Ohio
Edison Company.
^° Citation supplied in footnote 13.
{028658:3 }
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collecting the authorized revenue In exchange for providing service in accordance with
the rates and tariffs approved by the Commission.
In the present circumstances, the record shows that ATLP's loss of UA as a large
customer is the consequence of UA freely and predictably doing what it had every right
to do; UA turned to an alternate means of meeting its steam needs. ATLP lost out to its
competition and now it wants the Commission to require its tariff customers to pay rates
higher by 71.6 percent so that ATLP's lost opportunity Is transformed into ATLP's gain.
If all of ATLP's customers had switched to their own natural gas-fired steam or hot water
systems, leaving ATLP with no actual cash flow, economic regulation in general and the
law of Ohio more specifically would not allow ATLP to lawfully demand of and obtain
from the Commission either an emergency or permanent financial safety net. And just
as plainly, ATLP is not entitled to lawfully demand of and obtain from the Commission
an emergency or pemrianent rate increase so that it can be made whole for the lost UA
opportunity.
The Commission simply does not have the authority to save ATLP from financial
problems that are the result of predictable market forces, predictable customer choices
or ATLP's own predictable failures to effectively manage its business andfinancialrisk.
If, as ATLP asserts, the Commission does not have authority to put ATLP out of
business, it cannot also have authority to keep ATLP In business if to do so would
cause the Commission to Ignore its other duties or othenwise violate the statutory
standards that dictate how and when the Commission can authorize a rate increase,
including an emergency rate increase.
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ATLP's campaign is made no more lawful or deserving by its frequent attempts to
leverage sympathy for ATLP's creditors.

The Trustee, for example, was actively

involved in the bankruptcy proceeding and actively supported the Plan that assumed
that UA would continue as a customer even though natural gas prices were dropping
drasfically^^ and assumed that ATLP would be able to feasibly implement the Plan
without rate increases. Unlike ATLP's tariff customers, creditors like the State of Ohio
and the beneficiaries of the Creditors' Trust along with their fiduciary agent the Trustee,
had numerous opportunities to raise Plan feasibility issues, Inquire about the obvious
consequences of ATLP's repeated failures to secure Commission approvals, examine
the conflict between ATLP's business model and Ohio's ratemaking laws which is
described in ATLP's Disclosure Statement^^ and to protest ATLP's huge cash payments
to its suppliers like Sasco Hill Advisors who helped to create and promote the Plan. It is
unfortunate for the creditors (including Akron) that the Plan quickly imploded, but as
between the interests of creditors or the Trustee and the interests of ATLP's tariff
customers, the creditors and the Trustee elected to take the risk and did so with the
advice and expensive assistance of counsel andflnancialadvisors.
As a final word on this subject, Akron also believes that ATLP's suggestion that
its status as a "Commission-regulated utility" somehow causes the Commission to owe
ATLP something Is, In the present circumstances, laughable. ATLP is, of course, a
Commission-regulated utility - in fact as Mr. Bowser discussed, ATLP is two

^^Tr. Vol. I at 153.
^^ In Re Akron Thermal, Limited Partnership, Chapter 11, Case No. 07-51884, In The United States
Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Ohio Eastern Division, ATLP's First Amended Disclosure
Statement for Second Amended Plan of Reorganization at 23-25 (filed July 28, 2008).
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Commission-regulated utilifies.^^ But, the Commission would never know that ATLP
was regulated as a result of ATLP's actions. ATLP's relatively brief regulatory history is
littered with repeated failures to satisfy its public utility obligations, pay its taxes
(including the assessments that help fund the Commission) and do the things that might
otherwise be expected from a Commission-regulated ufility.
D.

"Nor should the Commission take comfort in Staff witness
Puican's theory that service to customers would not be
jeopardized by a decision that would throw Akron Thermal and
its creditors to the dogs. The assumption that ...[Akron]...
could simply take back the system that Akron Thermal leases
from it and become the service provider ignores that any such
transition would be far from seamless and certainly could not
be accomplished overnight." (ATLP Brief at 3.)

The above language is taken word for word from ATLP's brief because it is
tantamount to an ATLP threat. Through this language and ATLP's other actions, ATLP
is telling the Commission that ATLP will stand in the way of any actions taken to meet
the service needs of customers and to safely maintain and operate the leased system to
the extent that such actions do not meet ATLP's demands.

Akron urges the

Commission to affirmatively address this threat In the order which rejects ATLP's
request for emergency rate relief.
In its brief, ATLP has clearly stated that it will not be able to meet its often unmet
public utility obligations if the Commission does not grant all of the emergency rate relief
it has requested. Akron assumes that ATLP equates the Commission's failure to grant
the full amount of the emergency rate relief as being equivalent to throwing ATLP to the
dogs.

(Akron also assumes that these poor dogs will be on the receiving end

regardless of any laws designed to prevent cruelty to animals.)
^ City of Akron Exhibit 2 at 15.
!
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In any event, ATLP has told Akron that it wants out and that it will get out in
exchange for ATLP's receipt of the value demanded by ATLP.^'*
If ATLP shuts Boiler 32 (and perhaps sooner), it is going to again be In default
under the terms of the Operating Lease Agreement. This will result in a termination of
the Operating Lease Agreement and Akron's repossession of the leased system even if
ATLP gets the full amount of the emergency rate relief requested.^^
In other words and one way or the other, ATLP is on the exit ramp and Akron
urges the Commission to do what it can to make sure that ATLP does not hurt
customers or the ability of the system to meet their needs as it continues Its destructive
ways.
At the conclusion of Mr. Bowser's testimony, he made three recommendations:
If the Commission accepts my recommendation to reject the request for
emergency rate relief, I also urge the Commission to: (1) recommend that
ATLP seek to abandon its public ufility obligations; (2) terminate the
Operating Lease Agreement and terminate its obligations under Akron's
1996 franchise; and (3) direct ATLP to engage in good faith negotlafions
with Akron to effectuate a business-like transfer of such obligafions back
to Akron. I also recommend that the Commission retain jurisdiction to
monitor ATLP's actions.^®

^'' In effect, ATLP is attempting to capitalize on the value of its leasehold. For ratemaking purposes, the
Commission is prohibited from authorizing the capitalization of any franchise or right to own or operate
that is in excess of the amount actually paid to any political subdivision. Section 4905.47, Revised Code.
^^ Should ATLP act on its plans to shut Boiler 32 on or about November 1, 2009, the shutting of Boiler 32
will be an "Event of Default" according to the Operating Lease Agreement made as of August 15, 1997.
Boiler 32 is part of the steam generating plant that was formerly owned by BF Goodrich Company ("BFG")
and is therefore part of the "System" which is subject to the Operating Lease Agreement. Section 4.1 of
the Operating Lease Agreement requires ATLP to: (1) use and operate continuously the "... System and
all of the Leased Property ..."; (2) notify Akron of ATLP's desire to not do so two years prior to the desired
date of any discontinuance by ATLP; and, (3) secure AknDn's consent for such desired discontinuance.
Section 5.1 of the Operating Lease Agreement repeats ATLP's obligation to operate the System on a
continuous basis. Section 13.1.d of the Operating Lease Agreement specifically states that ATLP's
failure to continuously operate the System is an "Event of Default".
^^ City of Akron Exhibit 2 at 37.
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As mentioned previously, the Staff's brief identifies the potential risk of civil fines
and criminal penalties as a result of ATLP's failure to comply with the laws of Ohio.^^
The combinafion of Mr. Bowser's recommendations and the Staffs identification
of the potential risk of civil fines and criminal penalties provides the Commission with
the ingredients to assemble requirements that will make sure that ATLP does not stand
in the way of any actions responsibly taken to meet the service needs of customers and
to safely maintain and operate the leased system. More specifically and as part of its
order rejecting ATLP's request for emergency rate relief, Akron urges the Commission
to: (1) direct ATLP to engage in good faith negotiations with Akron to effectuate a
business-like transfer of its service and other obligations to Akron; (2) either leave this
case open or initiate, on its own motion, a new proceeding to monitor ATLP's
performance In response to this directive; (3) require ATLP to file weekly written reports
in the proceeding that identify Its progress or lack thereof in such good faith negotiations
with such reports served promptly on all parties to in these proceedings; and, (4) in light
of ATLP's numerous violations of law, instruct the Attorney General to prepare to initiate
such civil and criminal proceedings against ATLP and its officers as may be warranted
in the event that ATLP offers the slightest hint that it is going to further disrespect the
jurisdiction of the Commission or place its own needs above the needs of its customers.

^^ Pursuant to Section 4905.64, Revised Code, all forfeitures under Chapters 4901, 4903, 4905, and 4909
are cumulative and a suit for one do^s not bar the recovery for any other. Pursuant to Section 4905.60,
Revised Code, the Commission may initiate a proceeding against a public utility (in mandamus, by
injunction or by use of any other civil remedies) if the utility has failed or is about to fail to obey the law.
Section 4905.54, Revised Code, states that a utility's failure to obey the law exposes the utility to a fine of
up to $10,000 per violation with each day of any continuing violation day constituting a separate offense.
For example, ATLP's failure to obtain approval of the rates and charges billed to UA over the period of
just one year creates a risk of a $3,650,000 fine.
{028658:3 }
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V.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons explained in Its inifial brief and above, Akron urges the

Commission to dismiss ATLP's application for an emergency rate increase and find that
such dismissal has the practical effect of rendering ATLP's application to issue
securities moot. These results are compelled by the law of Ohio as applied to the
evidence of record. On a more pracfical level, the evidence shows that the relief that
ATLP has requested in these consolidated cases will make ATLP's problems worse, not
better.
As part of its order rejecting ATLP's request for emergency rate relief, Akron
urges the Commission to: (1) direct ATLP to engage In good faith negotiafions with
Akron to effectuate a business-like transfer of its service and other obligations to Akron;
(2) either leave this case open or initiate, on its own motion, a new proceeding to
monitor ATLP's performance in response to this directive;

(3) require ATLP to file

weekly reports that identify its progress or tack thereof in such good faith negotiations
with such reports served promptly on all parties to this proceeding; and, (4) in light of
ATLP's numerous violations of law, instruct the Attorney General to prepare to initiate
such civil and criminal proceedings against ATLP and its officers as may be warranted
in the event that ATLP offers the slightest hint that It is going to further disrespect the
jurisdiction of the Commission or place its own needs above the needs of its customers.
Respectfully submitted.
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